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These last eight years of research and development brought us to the conception of electronic chips in order to view dreams. Indeed, our package permits to record and display your dreams.

It is necessary to put it on your temple to record the dream in order to view it from the next morning on your phone.

You can benefit follow-up and advice of professionals who will help you to interpret the content of your dreams and to develop yourself personally.

Born from the union between technology and psychology.

The company Dreameo has been present on the market for new technologies since 2020. It intervenes in fields of the electronic product conception and behavioural research.

Dreameo is committed to sustainable development and chooses materials and methods of manufacturing which have a low environmental impact.

The security of your data is our priority, that’s why the budget dedicated to this task is the largest investment.

Dreameo is looking into the future, by offering you its technology which allows personal development.

Sophie Estvalet, artistic director and in charge of hub creation. She imagines lightness and reliability design.

Lisa Lopez, founder and CEO, has initiated and conducted the Dreameo entrepreneurial adventure.

Lucas David, neuropsychologist, psychological phenomenon specialist in dreams interpretation.

Nathan Dunand, computer engineer, in charge of research and development hub. He creates electronic chip and dream visualisation software.